ABSTRACT Motion planning is a basic problem in many areas, such as robotics, computer games, and animation. It is a challenge to generate a better solution in less time. Line-of-Sight (LoS) is the straight path between two points, and LoS-Check is often used as a path shortcutting method. Lazy evaluation is a successful strategy in reducing the amount of collision detection, which accelerates the motion planning algorithms, especially in high-dimensional spaces. In this paper, we present Lazy LoS-Check (LaLo-Check), which employs a lazy evaluation strategy with the help of a lower bound technique to delay the LoS-Check until it is necessary. The lower bound technique only accepts the states which could provide a better solution, and it is commonly applied in the sample rejection and candidate path selection. Actually, LaLo-Check can be considered as a general path optimization framework, which could be used in most tree-structure motion planners. We choose three representative sampling-based motion planning algorithms, RRT*, Informed RRT*, and BIT*, to evaluate the performance of LaLo-Check. The experimental results show that the new planners which employ the LaLo-Check could find better solutions than the original algorithms within the equivalent time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning or path planning plays an important role in many areas such as robotic planning, computer animation and games. Commonly, motion planning is based on the results of path planning, and it contains the high-level control information than path planning. We know motion planning and path planning are not the same concepts [1] . However, for simplicity, we do not strictly distinguish them. Meanwhile, a state in the configuration space may be also called a vertex or a point in this paper.
Motion planning is a fundamental problem in robotics, which affects the performance of robots. A simple description of the motion planning problem is finding a feasible path between two given states in the configuration space, avoiding the collision with obstacles. Fig. 1 shows a representative scene of a motion planning problem. A motion planning method should obtain the trade-off between the solution quality and the planning time. Namely, a smart motion planner
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liang Hu. ought to generate a better path in a shorter time. Here, 'better' may represent the shorter path length, the stricter clearance or the less mechanical work [2] . The relevant research has a long history and many methods have been proposed to solve this issue. These planning methods can be roughly parted into several categories including graph-based planning, sampling-based planning, bio-inspired methods, and reinforcement learning.
A. PATH PLANNING
In practical problems, the planning environment is often continuous, which is difficult to solve. In this case, it is a good choice to discretize continuous space into some discrete states [3] . Graph-based planning and sampling-based planning could be considered as two popular methods on the basis of space discretization [4] .
1) GRAPH-BASED PLANNING
generates discrete states in the configuration space using some specific rules, and then constructs the graph upon these states. On the basis of the constructed graph, one may use the dynamic programming algorithms, such as Dijkstra [5] and A* [6] , to search the feasible path. The common graphs include grids [7] , visibility graphs [8] and navigation meshes [9] . Grid-based planning decomposes the space into many cells, and the planner could search the path on the vertexes of these cells. If it is the 2D space, the cell may be a square figure or an irregular Voronoi diagram [10] . If it is the 3D space, the cell may become a cube or other shapes. Grids are simple to be constructed and they are suitable for the planning problem with a dynamic environment. Visibility graphs connect any two vertexes if the path between them does not traverse the obstacles, and the final path is the shortest path. Navigation meshes are similar to the visibility graphs, which use a lot of convex polygons in the free space to construct a graph with less density. However, for both the visibility graphs and the navigation meshes, a common problem is that they will cost much time on the construction of the graphs, which is not quite efficient on a huge size of map. Graph-based search methods are applicable in moving robots and computer games [11] , [12] .
2) SAMPLING-BASED PLANNING
is a kind of very popular and successful approach in robotic planning, especially for the high degree-of-freedom robots or animated characters [1] . Through randomly sampling the configuration space, the planner could generate new states quickly, avoiding to construct a graph for the whole space. Thus, the sampling-based planners usually find a feasible path quickly even in the high-dimensional domain. However, the sampling nature also makes the final path neither realistic-looking nor optimal [13] . Therefore, an important task for the sampling-based planner is optimizing the final path. Meanwhile, more and more algorithms have combined the advantages of the sampling-based planners and the graph-based planners, which are shown to have better performance [14] . In the next subsection, we will introduce the literature of the sampling-based planners in detail.
In the past several decades, many bio-inspired methods were proposed, and they have been used to solve the path planning problems as well. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [15] is a famous algorithm inspired by the ants foraging. However, ACO needs a lot of computation, which will cost much execution time. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [16] algorithm is inspired by the flight mechanism of a swarm of birds in nature, but it may be trapped into the local minima. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [17] is a kind of evolutionary algorithm, which imitates the mechanism of the natural selection. Similarly, GA takes much computation and it has the risk to be trapped into the local minima as well. These bio-inspired algorithms are easy to understand and have a wide range of applications in swarm intelligence, such as the cooperation for UAVs or UGVs [18] , [19] . However, they are not quite efficient in the large scale planning problems.
3) REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
(RL) is also applicable in path planning [20] . It has been successfully combined with the deep neural networks in recent years, which is called deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [21] . RL-based planning takes the Markov Decision Process (MDP) [22] , [23] as the model. MDP contains several parameters including states s ∈ S, actions a ∈ A, the reward function R(s, a), and the transition function P(s |s, a). The transition function gives the probability of the next state s on the basis of the current state s and action a. After one iteration, the reward function will return a reward value to evaluate the action, and the goal of MDP is to obtain the highest reward finally. Q-learning algorithm [24] is a classic method to solve the MDP, and it could converge to the optimal value with probability one, because every state in the configuration space will be visited. Value Iteration Network (VIN) [25] is a famous DRL-based planning model, which uses a convolutional neural network to approximate the process of value iteration in MDP. VIN could be trained end-to-end, and it has a better performance in the generalization. Gated Path Planning Network (GPPN) [26] reframes VIN using the recurrent convolutional network, which runs faster than VIN. Nevertheless, a common problem for these methods is that they are not suitable for the maps with large size.
B. SAMPLING-BASED PLANNERS
Sampling-based planning algorithms randomly sample the state space to search for a feasible path, which is probabilistically complete [27] . In other words, sampling-based planners bound to find a solution because every place in the state space has the chance to be explored as the iteration number increases. Meanwhile, sampling-based planners are affected by two important operations: sampling scheme and collision check. A good sampling scheme will help the planner sample the sub-space which has the potential to generate a better path [4] . The total cost on the collision check becomes very expensive as the number of the dimensions grows up.
In principle, sampling-based planners can be divided into two categories: multi-query algorithms and single-query algorithms.
Multi-query planners usually construct a graph based on the sampled states, and they can solve the queries for multiple pairs of start states and goal states. A representative algorithm is Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) [28] , which samples the space to generate many states firstly, and then construct a graph called roadmap. PRM can be considered as the successful combination of graph-based planning and sampling-based planning, but it costs much time on the construction of the roadmap. PRM may be slowed down by too much collision check, and then Lazy PRM [29] was proposed, which uses the strategy of lazy evaluation to minimize the number of collision check. However, PRM and Lazy PRM is not optimal, meaning that they almost cannot find the optimal path.
On the other hand, single-query planners usually construct a tree-like structure to solve the query between only one start state and one goal state. Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [27] is a representative tree-based planner, which repeatedly explores the configuration space to add new states into the tree. RRT-Connect [30] is the bidirectional version of RRT, which runs faster. RRT and RRT-Connect algorithms are efficient to solve the motion planning problems, but they cannot converge to the optimal solution [13] . Therefore, more and more sampling-based planners focus on finding the optimal path.
PRM* and RRT* [13] employ the local rewiring operations, which are both asymptotically optimal, meaning that the final path will converge to the optimal solution as the number of samples increases. However, the rewiring operation contains a lot of collision checks, which costs much time and makes the planner inefficient in high dimensional spaces. Informed RRT* [4] bounds the search to a subset of the state space where the optimal solution exists. Fast Marching Trees (FMT*) [31] is similar to PRM*, and it combines the features of both the multi-query planners and the single-query planners. FMT* samples the state space to generate some candidate states, but it does not construct a roadmap like PRM*. It performs the lazy dynamic programming recursion based on the sampled states and only checks the collision of the locally-optimal connection but not every possible connection (this is like what A* does). Thus, FMT* shows faster converging rate than RRT* and PRM*, especially in high-dimensional configuration spaces. Of course, FMT* is not perfect as well, and the shortcoming is that it must be restarted if a higher search resolution is set.
More and more planning algorithms are focusing on anytime and incremental search as well [32] , [33] . The anytime search means finding a path in the given time and the incremental search means reusing information when the environment changes. Batch Informed Trees (BIT*) [14] combines the ordered nature of graph-based planners with the anytime scalability of sampling-based planners, outperforming RRT, RRT*, Informed RRT*, and FMT*. Moreover, BIT* also uses the incremental search in the whole planning process and it does not need to be restarted, which is different from FMT*. In this paper, we will give a variant of BIT* to make the converging rate even faster.
C. RELATED WORK
Line-of-Sight Check (LoS-Check) [34] is usually used to detect whether two non-adjacent states could be connected directly without passing through a third state. In this paper, for a tree structure, the specific operation of LoS-Check is detecting whether the grandparent of a state could be set as its parent. Similar path optimization methods are commonly seen in the motion planning algorithms [35] , [36] , and they are often used to find a better solution.
A* algorithm [6] is a classical and successful graph-based planner. It is not only resolution complete but also resolution optimal. However, the path planned by grid-based A* may not be the real shortest because the path is constrained to the grid edges. To relax this kind of constraint, Theta* [7] algorithm uses the online LoS-Check to find a better parent for every vertex, which propagates the information along grid edges. On the grid maps, Theta* is shown to find the shorter paths than A* and A* with post-smoothing [37] .
LoS-Check has been used in the sampling-based motion planning algorithms as well. RRT*-gp [36] is a variant of RRT*, which uses the LoS-Check to connect newly added nodes directly with their grandparents. It is shown that RRT*-gp generates better paths than the original RRT* algorithm.
However, LoS-Check is a kind of long-distance collision check and it needs more computation than the simple collision check, which may make the planner slow down, especially in the 3D environment. Similar to Lazy PRM [29] , Theta* has a variant called Lazy Theta* [38] , which uses the lazy evaluation strategy. LLA* [34] employs the lazy LoS-Check and partially updating strategy on the basis of A* algorithm. In both Lazy Theta* and LLA*, LoS-Check will be delayed until it is necessary to be performed, which reduces much computation and accelerates the planning procedure.
Lazy collision detection is a popular strategy in sampling-based motion planning, which aims to make the planner run faster while generating equivalent paths. The time spent on the collision detection is the bottleneck of the motion planning algorithms, especially in high-dimensional configuration spaces. How and when to execute the lazy check is the key problem. FMT* [31] performs the lazy strategy by dynamic programming recursion, which only checks the collision of the locally-optimal connection that has the potential to make the final solution cost smaller. This kind of scheme is similar to that of A*, which only takes in the vertexes that have the better admissible estimate, avoiding to check every possible state in the state space.
Moreover, the lower bound policy is also used to select states and help delay the collision check in the motion planning. The lower bound value usually represents the estimate of the least path cost, which could reject the states that could not provide better solutions. Lower Bound Tree-RRT (LBT-RRT) [39] algorithm maintains two graphs and they can be combined to generate the final path by an approximation factor. The first graph contains the lower bound paths (the possible optimal paths), but they may not be feasible because of having not been checked about the collision. The paths in the second graph are always feasible, but their cost is not smaller than the lower bound. Through relaxing the asymptotic optimality to asymptotic near-optimality, LBT-RRT would run faster than RRT* while producing high-quality solutions as well. Meanwhile, BIT* [14] also uses the lower bound policy to reduce the needless collision check and it is asymptotically optimal.
LoS-Check is a kind of collision check essentially, and we can use the lower bound technique to delay this check, which is called Lazy LoS-Check (LaLo-Check). For RRT*, we add the LaLo-Check into the rewiring process, helping every newly generated state find the best parent in the local area. For BIT*, we add the LaLo-Check into the vertex expansion procedure. The new algorithms, LaLo-RRT* and LaLo-BIT*, inherit the asymptotic optimality of RRT* and BIT*. LaLo-Check is a general optimization framework, which could also be employed in other sampling-based planners, such as RRT, RRT-Connect and Informed-RRT*. LaLo-Check does not change the features of the original algorithms, and it could generate shorter paths.
D. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION
The objective of this paper is to propose a general optimization operation which could make the sampling-based, tree-structure motion planners generate better solutions within a shorter time. This operation is called Lazy Lineof-Sight Check (LaLo-Check), which combines the Line-ofSight Check (LoS-Check) with the lazy evaluation strategy. LaLo-Check employs the popular lower bound scheme in the lazy evaluation process. On the basis of LaLo-Check, we present LaLo-RRT*, LaLo-Informed-RRT* and LaLo-BIT* algorithms. Some empirical experiments are present to compare these new planners with their original algorithms (RRT*, Informed RRT* and BIT*). The results show that the planners using LaLo-Check converge faster than the original planners.
Here, we use the concept of LoS-Check to distinguish it from the Simple-Check. In a tree structure, Simple-Check is a kind of common collision check between one state and its parent state, while LoS-Check is a kind of dilated collision check between one state and its grandparent state (the parent of the parent state). LoS-Check expands the optimizing range without spending the extra computation on searching long-distance neighbors, which could help one state find a better parent in a search tree.
Of course, LaLo-Check could also be used in many other tree-structure motion planners such as RRT and RRT-Connect. In the experiment, we also add LaLo-Check to RRT and RRT-Connect algorithms. For simplicity, we call the new algorithms as LaLo-RRT and LaLo-BiRRT, respectively. They are not asymptotically optimal but run fast, and we just want to validate the performance of LaLo-Check in a larger range of tests.
All of the new planners present in this paper are implemented on the basis of the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [40] , which is a famous robotic planning library. OMPL can be used as an interface in ROS (Robot Operating System) [41] .
Paper Organization: In Section II, we state the problem definition and some notation, and introduce the algorithmic background. Section III and IV describe the specific implementations of LaLo-RRT* and LaLo-BIT*, respectively. In Section V, we present sufficient experiments and make some analysis of the results in detail. Finally, in Section VI, we give a conclusion about our work and present our thoughts about future work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we state the problem definition and some notation which may be used in this paper. Sampling-based planners share some similar procedures and we will introduce the mechanism of RRT. We also roughly review how the A* algorithm works because the similar ideas are used in many popular sampling-based planners. Line-of-Sight Check (LoS-Check) is a path shortcutting method and we will roughly describe how to perform Lazy LoS-Check (LaLo-Check) in tree-structure algorithms.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND NOTATION
We give the definition of the motion planning problem similarly to [13] . The n-dimensional state space is defined as S ⊆ R n , and we use S obs to represent the states in the obstacles. Then, S free = S\S obs can be described as the states in the free space. A single state is notated as s ∈ S. Let s start ∈ S free be the start state and s goal ∈ S free be the goal state. A path is defined as a sequence of states that connect s start and s goal .
The definition of the path cost is similar to [14] . We use the function g(s) to represent an admissible estimate of the costto-come from s start to the state s ∈ S, and use the function h(s) to represent the expectation of the cost-to-go from s to s goal . Then, the synthetic function f (s) = g(s) + h(s), represents the admissible estimate of the cost for the path from s start to s goal which passes through s. These functions above are calculated without collision detection. We notate the tree as T , which is composed of the vertices, V ⊆ S free , and the edges, E = (v, v ) where v, v ∈ V . Meanwhile, the function g T (s) represents the true cost-to-come from s start to s in the tree, and the function g * (s) represents the optimal cost-to-come from s start to s. It is easy to find that g * (s) is bounded between g(s) and g T (s), namely, ∀s ∈ S, g(s) ≤ g * (s) ≤ g T (s).
The will not improve g T (s ). Thus, this kind of lazy strategy is very useful in reducing the computation that is not necessary. The exploring process of the RRT algorithm. The dashed line with an arrow is the line-of-sight path, which is shorter than the original path, {s start , s nearest , s new }, according to the triangular inequality. The line-of-sight edge is not validated immediately, and it will be checked until this edge is called again in another procedure, according to the LaLo-Check mechanism.
1) A* ALGORITHM
A* [6] is a successful graph-based planner and it has many variants [12] , [42] . Of course, graph-based planners and sampling-based planners could learn from each other. Some algorithms introduce the sampling technique into the graph-based methods, such as Randomized A* (RA*) [43] and Sampling-Based A* (SBA*) [44] . The sampling-based planners also use the graph-based search, such as PRM, FMT* and BIT*.
2) LoS-CHECK
Line-of-Sight Check (LoS-Check) is an operation that detects the collision between a state, s, and its grandparent state, Grandpa(s). The new path after LoS-Check is shorter than the original path because of triangular inequality [6] . It has been used in both the graph-based planners (e.g., Theta* [6] ) and the sampling-based planners (e.g., RRT*-gp [36] ). Theta* is a grid-based algorithm which uses the LoS-Check to relax the constraints to grid edges, and the final path is shorter than that of A*. RRT*-gp connects the newly added nodes directly with their grandparents, which could generate a shorter path finally.
3) LALO-CHECK
LoS-Check is a kind of long-distance collision detection, and too much LoS-Check is expensive in computation. We are inspired by the popular lazy evaluation strategy [29] , [38] , [39] , and combine it with LoS-Check, proposing a general optimization framework, i.e., Lazy LoS-Check (LaLo-Check). The rough framework of LaLo-Check is shown in Alg. 1. The line-of-sight edge is not validated immediately, and it will be sent into an edge queue (Line 2-4), Q E , which will be checked until necessary in another procedure (Line 5-7). The main work of this paper is discussing which kind of edge should be sent into Q E and when to validate the edge.
LaLo-Check could be employed in two cases. For the non-optimal algorithms which do not use the cost framework, such as RRT and RRT-Connect, we delay the LoS-Check for an edge until it is called for the second time. Specifically, in an iteration, when a state is chosen as s nearest , we first validate the line-of-sight edge, (Grandpa(s nearest ), s nearest ), and then, generate the new state on the basis of the updated s nearest . On the other hand, for the asymptotically optimal algorithms which use the general cost framework, such as RRT* and BIT*, we use the lower bound cost as a heuristic to perform LaLo-Check. The specific implementation of LaLo-Check for RRT* and BIT* is shown in the next two sections.
III. LALO-CHECK FOR RRT*
RRT* and RRG [13] algorithms both employ the rewire operations in a local space, and they share a similar exploration policy with RRT algorithm. The difference is that RRT* constructs the tree structure while RRG is based on the graph structure. In RRT, when a new state (i.e., s new ) is generated based on s nearest , it will be set as the child of s nearest . However, this step cannot make sure that s nearest is the best parent of s new . RRT* does not process s new as simply as RRT, and the locally rewiring operation could find the better parent for s new . In this section, we add LaLo-Check into RRT*, proposing LaLo-RRT*. LaLo-Check is added into the rewire operations of RRT* and we use the lower bound technique to delay the collision check.
A. RRT*
The rewire operation in RRT* is executed as follows. When the new state s new is added into the tree, firstly, choose several states near s new , and notate them as S near . Here, we can use r-disc scheme or k-nearest scheme [13] , [14] to choose S near . The r-disc scheme gives a radius, and the states within this range to s new will be chosen. The k-nearest scheme gives the necessary number of states to make sure that the path cost could asymptotically converge to the optimal. Secondly, find the best parent for s new from S near , making g T (s new ) smaller. Next, check whether the updated s new could become the new parent of the states in S near . If the new connection could make the cost of s near ∈ S near become smaller, set s new as the parent of this s near . With the help of the rewire operations, every state in RRT* is locally optimal. Thus, as the number of samples increases, RRT* could find the optimal path. 
B. LALO-RRT*
LoS-Check is performed between a state and its grandparent. This check could help shorten the final path because of the triangular inequality. For example, in Fig. 3 (top) , the state s A becomes the grandparent of s new after the rewire operation in RRT*. Then, if we connect s new and its grandparent s A , the new edge (s A , s new ) will be shorter than the original path {s A , s near1 , s new }. However, LoS-Check is a kind of long-distance collision detection, which may cost more computation. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the number of LoS-Check, and the lower bound technique could be used to delay this check. We add the LaLo-Check into the rewire operation of RRT*, and the new planner is called LaLo-RRT*.
LaLo-RRT* works as follows. Similarly to RRT*, LaLo-RRT* randomly generates a new state s new in the configuration space. However, s new will be rejected if the expectation cost f (s new ) = g (s new ) + h (s new ) > c best . In the rewire operation of RRT*, the first step is to find the neighbour states for s new , i.e., S near . While in the rewire operation of LaLo-RRT*, we also add the parents of these neighbour states into S near and temporarily connect them with s new (but do not check the collision Moreover, LaLo-RRT* could use the informed sampling as Informed RRT* [4] does. Informed sampling bounds the search into a subset of the optimal solution space, which looks like the prolate hyperspheroid (i.e., a kind of symmetric n-dimensional ellipse). It helps the sampling-based planners focus on sampling the space where a better solution may be found. We could use the informed sampling in LaLo-RRT* (Alg. 2, Line 3), and the new planner is named as LaLoInformed-RRT*. Informed sampling is also used in BIT*, and the introduction about BIT* is shown in the next section.
IV. LALO-CHECK FOR BIT*
BIT* [14] algorithm is one of the state-of-the-art planners in motion planning. It combines the features of graph-based methods and sampling-based algorithms, which is asymptotically optimal. BIT* uses the lower bound scheme to delay the expensive collision detection. In this section, we add the LaLo-Check into BIT*, proposing LaLo-BIT*.
A. BIT* Before the illustration of LaLo-BIT*, it is necessary to review the mechanism of BIT* algorithm informally.
In subsection II, we mentioned that graph-based search method such as A*, maintains two state sets, S open and S closed . Similarly, BIT* also maintains several states sets, namely, S samples , Q V , Q E , V and E. S samples contains the samples which have not been visited. Q V is the candidate vertex queue, containing the vertexes which have been visited but not optimal, and it is similar to S open in A*. Q E is the candidate edge queue, containing the edges populated by the vertexes in Q V , and these edges are not validated. The states sets, V and E, represent the states and the edges in the tree T , respectively. In brief, BIT* uses Q V and Q E as the candidate queues (a buffer), aiming to move states from S samples to V and add the corresponding edges into E, finally.
Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) [42] is an incremental variant of A*, which could handle the dynamic environment by reusing existing information. BIT* uses the incremental search techniques similarly as LPA*, and it repeatedly adds new samples (a batch) into the existing tree. In a batch, BIT* uses the informed sampling to generate new samples and employs the heuristic search to build a tree on these samples (it is also called 'informed search'). If a solution is found, a new batch of samples will be limited in a subset of the state space where a better solution may be found. In the construction of the tree, the collision of every edge is not checked immediately, and it will be delayed until it is considered to be the best edge in the candidate edge queue. BIT* uses the lower bound policy to reject those states and edges which are not helpful in improving the path cost. The two lazy evaluation strategies mentioned above help reduce much computation, making BIT* converge faster than many other asymptotically optimal planners.
B. LALO-BIT*
LaLo-Check can be combined with BIT* easily, and the new planner, LaLo-BIT*, shares a similar framework with BIT*. The key step is adding the LoS edge (the edge between one state and its grandparent) into the candidate edge queue, Q E . It should be noted that the feasibility of the edges in Q E is not checked. The collision detection is delayed with the lazy evaluation strategy. In every iteration, the edges in Q E will be sorted, according to the estimated cost of the paths constrained to pass through the corresponding edges. Then, only the edge with the least estimated cost will be chosen to be checked about the collision. Thus, BIT* and LaLo-BIT* only spend computation on the edges which have the potential to decrease the final solution cost, but not every newly generated edge.
Algorithm 4 LaLo
Prune(g T (s goal ));
6: S samples
while
ExpandVertex(BestInQueue(Q V )); 10:
V near ← Near(V , v);
The specific implementation of LaLo-BIT* is shown in Alg. 4-7. We use the notation S + ←− {s} and S − ←− {s}
S samples
return True; 12: return False;
similarly with [14] , which are equal to the compounding operations S ← S ∪ {s} and S ← S\{s}, respectively. LaLo-BIT* is composed of three main parts similarly with BIT*: batch creation (Alg. 4, Line 4-7), edge selection (Alg. 4, Line 8-11) and edge validation (Alg. 4, Line 12-13).
1) Firstly, the batch creation procedure is executed to generate a batch of samples. The function Prune(g T (s goal )) deletes the vertexes and edges which cannot provide a solution better than the best cost (Alg. 7, Line 1-3). Then, the disconnected states in the tree, which could still provide a better solution, will be re-added into the unvisited S samples (Alg. 7, Line 4-5). A new batch of samples are generated through the informed sampling as Informed RRT* does.
2) Secondly, the edge selection procedure repeatedly expands new vertexes and chooses the best edge to check the collision. If we want to find the optimal solution in a graph, it is necessary to guarantee that the solution cost estimate (i.e., the f value) from a parent to its child state must be monotonically increasing [45] . Thus, the expansion of the new state should be based on the monotone condition (Alg. 4, Line 8), which ensures that the final path is optimal upon the given graph.
Here, we use s 5 ) , is the best edge and it is chosen to be validated. LaLo-Check expands the optimizing range, and every state will have the best parent in the local space.
i.e., BestInQueue(Q V ). The function BestQueueValue(Q E ) returns the estimated solution cost of the best edge in Q E , i.e., BestInQueue(Q E ).
The vertex expansion policy in LaLo-BIT* (Alg. 5) shares the basic ideas with that in BIT*, both of which are similar to that in A*. The difference is that LaLo-BIT* adds LaLo-Check on the basis of BIT*. In other words, the edge between the candidate state and its grandparent is also sent into Q E (Alg.5, Line 3). The edges in Q E are not checked about the collision immediately, and this check is delayed until it is necessary. In each iteration, use the function BestInQueue(Q V ) to choose the best vertex in Q V to expand new vertexes and edges. Whether to add the new edge into Q E depends on whether it satisfies the lower bound condition (Alg. 5, Line 3). Meanwhile, whether to rewire the states in a local space also depends on whether the corresponding edges satisfy the lower bound condition (Alg. 5, Line 4-6), which is like the rewiring operation in LaLo-RRT*. When there is no vertex that could have a better outgoing edge, the vertex expansion procedure will be terminated, and the best edge in Q E will also be chosen for the collision detection in the next procedure. We can employ the r-disc scheme or k-nearest scheme to find the neighbour states for a given vertex (Alg. 5, Line 2 and 5).
3) Finally, the edge validation procedure judges whether it is necessary to validate the chosen edge in the prior procedure. There are three lower bound conditions in this procedure (Alg. 6, Line 1-3), and only the edge which could provide a better solution will be checked about the collision. The lazy strategy is used again, which helps reduce computation. Moreover, every state in the tree has only one parent. Thus, before the chosen edge and the corresponding states are added into the tree (Alg. 6, Line 8 and 9), the old connection which may conflict with the new edges should be removed (Alg. 6, Line 5 and 10). Fig. 4 illustrates the exploring process of LaLo-BIT*. In the current iteration, the function BestInQueue(Q V ) returns the best vertex s 3 , meaning that s 3 has the least estimated 
Finally, the new edge, (s start , s 5 ), is validated and added into the tree. Every iteration will repeat these steps described above, and it is not difficult to find that LaLo-BIT* finds the better father for every state when compared with BIT* algorithm.
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, we present some experiments to show the performance of the new motion planners which employ LaLoCheck. In the experiment, we compare these new planners (LaLo-RRT*, LaLo-Informed-RRT*, and LaLo-BIT*) with the original algorithms (RRT*, Informed RRT*, and BIT*), in the aspects of the success rate and the converging rate. We also take RRT*-gp [36] into comparison, which uses the LoS-Check without the lazy evaluation strategy. The specific implementation of these algorithms is introduced in the prior sections. All of these planners are implemented on the basis of the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [40] , and all of the experiments are executed on a 3.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 4 GB of RAM. Simulation scenarios include the Random scenario, the Maze scenario, the Abstract scenario, and the Home scenario, which are provided in the OMPL. Fig. 5 shows three benchmark scenarios. The task for each scenario is moving a rigid body from one position to another. The Random scenario (Fig. 5a ) is composed of many random polygon obstacles, where the rigid body has 2 degrees of freedoms (2-DoFs), i.e., axis x and axis y. The rigid body in Maze scenario (Fig. 5b) has 3 DoFs, i.e., axis x, axis y and rotation θ . The Abstract scenario (Fig. 5c) is a 3D space, and the rigid body has 6 DoFs (3 axis and 3 rotation angles). In the Home scenario (Fig. 1) , the task is moving a chair from one corner to another, which has 6 DoFs as well.
In the benchmark tests, we set the goal bias of RRT*-based planners as 0.05. BIT* and LaLo-BIT* both generate 100 samples in each batch. In order to show the planning details intuitively, Fig. 6 provides the explored trees of the six algorithms in the Random scenario. Each algorithm is executed until its best path length is smaller than 1.1 times of the optimal solution cost. We can see the planners which use the LaLo-Check (Fig. 6 d, e, f) could find the straightforward paths between any two states when compared with the original algorithms (Fig. 6 a, b, c) . Meanwhile, the LaLo-Check based algorithms cost less time on finding the equivalent solution when compared with the original algorithms, and LaLo-BIT* is the fastest. It is not difficult to notice that RRT* explores the whole space, while the algorithms which employ informed sampling, e.g., Informed RRT* and BIT*, concentrate on exploring the subset of the space. Thus, it is easy to understand that BIT* and Informed RRT* converge faster than RRT*.
Sampling-based motion planning algorithms randomly generate the solutions, and the solutions may be quite different regarding the same task. Asymptotically optimal algorithms would generate a relatively certain solution if they are executed for a long time. For the benchmark tests in different scenarios, we do 500 times of experiments for each scenario and use the average values to represent the final solution. Fig. 7 shows the results of the benchmark tests in the Random scenario (Fig. 7 a,b) , the Maze scenario (Fig. 7 c,d) , and the Abstract scenario (Fig. 7 e,f) . The results include the solution cost and success rate, which are both shown versus the execution time. The success rate represents the number of trials whose solution cost is smaller than 1.1 times of the optimal solution. Thus, the success rate could reflect the optimality of the solution cost to some degree. The standard deviation of solution cost is shown as the error bar in the corresponding figures (Fig. 7 a, c, e) .
In the benchmark tests, we compare seven asymptotically optimal planners. From Fig. 7 , we can find that the planners which use LaLo-Check (i.e., LaLo-RRT*, LaLoInformed-RRT* and LaLo-BIT*) or LoS-Check (RRT*-gp) would converge faster and obtain higher success rates than their original algorithms. For example, in Fig. 7a , the solution cost of LaLo-RRT* is always smaller than that of RRT*. The relationship is also tenable between LaLo-Informed-RRT* and Informed-RRT*, and between LaLo-BIT* and BIT*. Meanwhile, the solution cost of RRT*-gp is always smaller than that of RRT* but longer than that of LaLo-RRT*. RRT*-gp uses the LoS-Check without lazy evaluation, while LaLo-RRT* is based on the LoS-Check and lazy evaluation. This could demonstrate the lazy strategy helps the algorithm converge faster.
Moreover, it is easy to find that informed sampling helps the planners converge faster to a better solution and obtain a higher success rate when compared with the planners without informed sampling. In Fig. 7a , the planners including Informed-RRT*, LaLo-Informed-RRT*, BIT* and LaLo-BIT*, employ the informed sampling scheme and converge faster than RRT*, RRT*-gp and LaLo-RRT* roughly. In Fig. 7b , the success rates of the informed sampling-based planners are also higher. The tests in the other two scenarios also have similar phenomena.
Actually, the difficulty degrees of the tests are in ascending order in the Random scenario, the Maze scenario and the Abstract scenario. Among these benchmark tests, LaLo-BIT* always converges the fastest to the best solution cost. As the difficulty increases, the gap in the success rates between these planners becomes larger. For example, in Fig. 7b , almost every planner will get the 100% success rate as the execution time increases. However, in Fig. 7f , the planners including RRT*, RRT*-gp and Informed-RRT*, cannot obtain the 100% success rate after running for a long time. It is not difficult to find that the informed search truly helps the planners generate a better solution. Meanwhile, BIT* and LaLo-BIT* outperforms the other planners, and this gap enlarges as the task difficulty increases. Fig. 1 . The red composite trajectory shows the moving procedure of the chair from the left corner to the right corner. Fig. 8 shows a solution to the task in the Home scenario in Fig. 1 , which employs the LaLo-BIT* algorithm. To validate the LaLo-Check more sufficiently, we also add LaLo-Check into RRT and RRT-Connect algorithms, and the new planners are named as LaLo-RRT and LaLo-BiRRT, respectively. In LaLo-RRT and LaLo-BiRRT, the line-ofsight path is validated until the state is chosen as the s nearest , and the details have been introduced in Section II.
In the benchmark tests of the Home scenario, we compare the first solution of these planners from the aspects of solution cost, execution time and success rate. We did 500 times of tests and limit the execution time to 0.5 seconds. The solution cost and execution time are shown as the average values, which could be seen in both Fig. 9 and Table 1 . Moreover, Table 1 also provides the success rate and the standard deviation of the solution cost and the execution time. In general, LaLo-Check makes the planners generate the first solution with the cost of the slightly longer time, but the solution cost is smaller. In Fig. 9 , we can find that RRT-Connect is the fastest algorithm to find a solution on average, which is followed by BIT*, and their LaLo-Check versions cost a slightly longer time but generate better solutions. From Table 1 , we can also notice that the planners using LaLo-Check own the smaller standard deviation, showing that they can generate better solutions robustly. Meanwhile, the four planners including RRT-Connect, BIT* and their LaLo-Check versions obtain the 100% success rate, outperforming the other planners.
VI. CONCLUSION
Line-of-sight check (LoS-Check) is an efficient path shortcutting method in the motion planning problems, which could be used in robotic planning and computer animation. In this paper, the line-of-sight path represents the straightforward connection between one state and its grandparent. According to the triangle inequality, the line-of-sight path between two states is always shorter than the path between them which is constrained to pass through a third state. Actually, LoS-Check is a kind of long-distance collision detection and it will be expensive in the high dimensional space. Meanwhile, the lazy evaluation strategy and lower bound technique are both popularly used to reduce the extra computation on the collision detection. Thus, we combine the lazy detection strategy with LoS-Check and propose a general path optimization framework for tree-structure motion planners, i.e., Lazy LoS-Check (LaLo-Check).
RRT*, Informed RRT* and BIT* are three representative asymptotically optimal sampling-based motion planning algorithms, which are employed widely. We add the LaLo-Check into the three planners, proposing LaLo-RRT*, LaLo-Informed-RRT* and LaLo-BIT*, respectively. LaLo-RRT* and LaLo-Informed-RRT* use the LaLo-Check in the rewiring operation, which delays the collision detection and saves a lot of computation. LaLo-BIT* employs the LaLo-Check in the vertex expansion procedure, which adds both the line-of-sight edges and the simple edges into the candidate edge queue. The planners using LaLo-Check will only validate the edges that could provide a better solution.
We did some benchmark tests in several scenarios to compare the LaLo-Check based planners with their original algorithms. The results show that LaLo-Check could make the planners converge faster to the better solution, and LaLo-BIT* is the fastest. Moreover, LaLo-Check can be also used in other classical sampling-based methods, such as RRT and RRT-Connect. The experiment results indicate that LaLo-Check could help RRT and RRT-Connect find better paths as well.
Our future work includes the nonholonomic motion planning and multi-target planning. We will continue to evaluate the proposed algorithms in practice and improve the LaLo-Check mechanism. This paper shows an attempt to use the LaLo-Check in sampling-based motion planning algorithms, and we wish it could give some reference and inspiration to the peers in the field of planning algorithms.
